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bitals which are delocalized over the entire molecule in a 
manner consistent with molecular symmetry, spatial trans
formations of these canonical MO's (CMO's) to localized 
MO's (LMO's) must be performed; a variety of techniques 
have been devised.3 The LMO's can be used to calculate dipole 
moments for the individual bonds of the molecule at its equi
librium and vibrationailv distorted geometries. Although the 
relative accuracies of the assumptions involved in the bond 
moment models are expected to vary for different molecules, 
the results for any one molecule should contribute to our un
derstanding of why these models are too simple to allow an 
accurate general interpretation of infrared intensities. 

We have chosen to study the infrared intensity data of am
monia4 for the following reasons. First, the intensities can be 
interpreted in terms of the changes in the dipole moments of 
the NH bonds and the changes in the electronic distribution 
of the lone pair on nitrogen. Second, since CNDO5 determi
nation of the signs of the dipole moment derivatives with re
spect to the normal coordinates, the Sn/aQi, have been reported 
for only the Ai symmetry species,6 it is useful to obtain CNDO 
estimates of the derivatives for the E species. 

Calculations 

The CNDO calculated dipole moment derivatives with re
spect to the symmetry coordinates, the dfi/dSj, were obtained 
in the usual manner.6'7 Maximum displacements of 0.02 A and 
2° from the equilibrium geometry were used to determine the 
symmetry coordinate distortions. The symmetry coordinates 
were taken to be functions of the internal coordinates equal to 
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Figure 1. The Cartesian coordinate system for ammonia. 

those defined by McKean and Schatz.4 The Cartesian coor
dinate system used to calculate the dipole moment values is 
shown in Figure 1. The equilibrium geometry4 consisted of NH 
bond lengths of 1.014 A and HNH angles of 106°47'. The 
CNDO results were calculated using program CINDOM.8 The 
localization of the CNDO CMO's was performed by incor
poration of subprogram ORLOC9 into CINDOM. 

Within the CNDO framework^ the dipole moment of am
monia can be expressed as 

Mtotal = MQ + Mpol 

Here /*Q and /upoi are the contributions to the total moment 
calculated from the equilibrium charge distribution and the 
atomic sp polarizations, respectively. The latter contribution 
may be partitioned10 as 

bonds 
Mpol = L Mpol(0 + M(e) 

where Mpoi('\ the bond polarization moment, represents the 
contribution to the total moment calculated from the sp po
larization of the LMO describing the ;th NH bond. The con
tribution from the LMO describing the lone pair of electrons 
on nitrogen is given by /u(e). For each bond /, /HQ(,) can be ex
pressed as the vector sum 

bonds 

MQ = E MQ(0 

and can be calculated in a straightforward manner10 from the 
electronic charge distributions of the individual LMO's. 

The vector sum of the bond point charge MQ ( ' \ and bond 
polarization, Mpoi('\ moment contributions 

MNH(/) = MQ(0 + MPol(0 

may be regarded as the dipole moment of the ith bond. Since 
MQ(,) is obliged to point in the same direction as the NH bond, 
this term is often used for comparison with empirical bond 
moments. The polarization moment, on the other hand, is free 
to point in any direction and thus can account for a major in
accuracy in the empirical bond moment descriptions of infrared 
intensities. Differences in the magnitudes of the bond moments 
for the various nonequilibrium geometries can also arise from 
the redistribution of electronic charge upon displacement from 
the equilibrium geometry. These changes are reflected in the 
altered magnitudes of /UQ(,)-

Experimental and CNDO Derivatives 

A principle value of MO calculations in the interpretation 
of infrared intensity data is the resolution of the sign ambiguity 
in the derivatives of the dipole moment with respect to the 
normal coordinates of the molecule, the dn/dQj. Since the 
experimental intensities are proportional to the square of these 
derivatives their signs for ammonia remain unknown without 
intensity data for the deuterated species. MO theory, even in 
its approximate semiempirical form, has proven its utility in 

Table I. Comparison of Experimental and CNDO Calculated 
Dipole Moment Derivatives'3'* 

Ai Symmetry Species 
Signs of the a^/dQi dv/dSjd 

+ -
CNDO 

0.37 
0.42 
+0.05 

E Symmetry Species 
Signsof the an/aQi an/a53a 

Six/ dSi 

1.56 
-1.50 
+ 1.46 

aiJ./aS^e 

+ + +0.11 +0.57 
+ - +0.12 +0.12 
- + -0.25 +0.59 

-0.24 -0.10 
CNDO/ -0.86 +0.52 

" The units are D/A for Si and S^ and D/rad for 5*2 and S^. 
b The symmetry coordinates are those of ref 4: S] = 1~xl2(d\ + d-i 
+ di), S2 = 3- ' /2(a i 2 + a , 3 + a2i), S3, = 6-'/2(2</, -d2- d}), 
and S^ = 6-1/2(2a23 — «12 — «13)- c The (—) and ( —+ ) sign 
combinations can be obtained by reversing all of the signs in these 
rows. d The letter p is a common spectroscopic notation repre
senting the dipole moment as n is normally reserved for the re
duced mass. We have used the greek letter to maintain consistency 
with other quantum mechanical treatments of the dipole moment. 
e The symmetry coordinate distortion for S^ is made such that the 
angles between the z axis and the NH bonds are not varied. I The 
CNDO calculated values are obtained using the approximation 
d/i/dSj « Au/ASj. Rigorously, 3n/aSj = lim^j -»o -V/ASj. 

the resolution of sign ambiguities in a number of cases.6'7 

CNDO values of the dipole moment derivatives for am
monia in terms of symmetry coordinates for the Ai species have 
been calculated by Segal and Klein.6 Our values for these de
rivatives are presented in Table I along with those obtained 
directly from the infrared intensities. As Segal and Klein have 
pointed out,6 the sign for the CNDO value of d^/dS] may be 
suspect because its small calculated magnitude results from 
a cancellation of much larger contributions to the dipole mo
ment derivative arising from equilibrium charge movement 
and intramolecular charge transfer. Furthermore, since the 
equilibrium bond length falls very close to the maximum in the 
calculated dipole moment function, more uncertainty is in
troduced in the predicted sign. Fortunately, the CNDO value 
for dfx/dSi, which is in excellent agreement with the possible 
experimental values, does not suffer from these uncertainties. 
The calculated positive CNDO sign indicates that the ( + + ) 
or ( —+) set of signs for the dn/dQ, is the correct one. We 
choose the (++) set of signs because a positive value ofdfi/dSi 
implies a flow of electronic charge toward the hydrogen atom 
for an increase in the NH bond length from its equilibrium 
value. For all the molecules we have tested thus far, a bond 
stretching motion, interpreted in terms of the bond moment 
hypothesis, results in a transfer of negative charge to the ter
minal atom. This result appears to be independent of the types 
of atoms involved in the bond. It must be noted that, in general, 
the dipole moment changes for vibrational distortions are ex
pected to result from intramolecular charge transfer in addition 
to changes in sp polarizations and the movement of equilibrium 
charges. For the symmetrical NH stretching motion the 
CNDO analysis of the contributions to the dipole moment 
changes supports this view quite strikingly. 

For the E symmetry species the CNDO value for d/i/dS^ 
is in excellent agreement with the experimental values of the 
( + + ) and (—+) sign choices. Of these two alternatives only 
the (—h) choice leads to a negative sign for dn/dS^ in 
agreement with its CNDO calculated sign. This preferred sign 
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Table II. Magnitudes and Directions of the Bond Point Charge, 
Bond Polarization, and Total Bond Moments for the Symmetry 
Coordinate Distortions of Ammonia" 

Geometry |MQ ( , )I4 -|MPOI(/)|* /3, deg - |MNH 0 , | * 7. deg 

0.380 
0.375 
0.392 
0.375 
0.382 
0.380 
0.374 
0.383 
0.380 

1.645 
1.633 
1.690 
1.624 
1.656 
1.645 
1.628 
1.654 
1.645 

1.65 
2.08 
2.75 
1.71 
1.69 

1.11 
2.16 

1.266 
1.258 
1.299 
1.249 
1.274 
1.266 
1.254 
1.271 
1.266 

2.15 
2.70 
3.62 
2.26 
2.24 

1.44 
2.87 

" Units are in Debyes. * The values for |MQ(/)| correspond to a 
charge distribution N - H + . The negative signs for |Mpoi'''| ar>d 
|MNH(,'| indicate that these vectors have an orientation of the sense 
N + H-. 

choice indicates directions of electronic charge movement 
which are the same as found in the Ai species. For the 
stretching derivatives, dy/aS \ and a^/aS^a, electronic charge 
is displaced in the direction of the moving hydrogens; i.e., the 
hydrogen part of the NH dipole becomes more negative as the 
NH bond is stretched. For the bending derivatives, the signs 
of d/i/dS2 and dix/dS^ imply bond moments OfN - H + polarity. 
These consistencies in the directions of charge flow between 
the derivatives of Ai and E symmetry reinforces our selection 
of the ( + + ) set of signs for the dix/dQ\ of Ai symmetry. 

The CNDO magnitudes for the bending derivatives are in 
spectacular agreement with the experimental magnitudes for 
the preferred sign choices mentioned above. In fact these cal
culated values seem much more accurate than one would ex
pect from an approximate molecular orbital theory, such as 
CNDO. On the other hand, the CNDO values for the 
stretching derivatives are in very poor agreement with the 
experimental magnitudes. Experimental error cannot be ruled 
out as a source of at least part of this descfepancy. The 
stretching fundamentals, v\ and 1/3, at 3337 and 3448 cm - 1 , 
respectively, overlap considerably necessitating a somewhat 
arbitrary separation of the total band intensity into individual 
fundamental intensities. Attributing a larger relative intensity 
to <o than was done previously4 would result in a larger mag
nitude for dfj./dSia and a smaller one for att/dS\ with only very 
slight changes in the magnitudes of the bending derivatives, 
thus improving the overall agreement between experimental 
and theoretical results. However, an assignment of equal rel
ative intensities for v\ and 1/3 instead of the 2.3:1 ratio {v\ more 
intense than 1*3) employed in ref 4 would only change the values 
of 3n/dS\ and dju/aS^a in Table I by about 20%. One must 
conclude that the major source of disagreement between the 
experimental and CNDO values is due to poorly calculated 
theoretical values for the stretching derivatives. 

Bond Moment Interpretation 

The results of CNDO theory appear to be accurately re
flecting the dipole moment changes for the bending motions 
of ammonia. Therefore, it should be fruitful to examine the 
CNDO wave functions expressed as LMO's, at least for these 
motions. As stated earlier, these orbitals allow the direct cal
culation of bond and lone pair dipole moments. Hence, a direct 
test of the various assumptions which define the bond moment 
model can be made. 

In Table II values of the NH bond dipole moments, MNH ( , ) , 
are presented for ammonia at its equilibrium geometry and for 
geometries corresponding to the symmetry coordinate dis
tortions. The magnitudes of the vectorial contributions to 

M N H ( ' \ the bond point charge moment, MQ ( ' \ and the polar
ization contribution, Mpoi(,), in this table are of opposite sign. 
The angles formed by the vectors — /iPoi(,) and — MNH ( , ) with 
the chemical bonds, and hence with HQ1, are indicated by /3 and 
7, respectively. The angle 7, therefore, is a measure of the 
angular deviation of the CNDO calculated bond dipole mo
ment from what is expected should the bond moment as
sumptions hold rigorously. The angles which the various NH 
bonds make with the xy plane of Figure 1 are given by 6. Ex
cept for the ̂ 2 symmetry coordinate, for which d is 20.15 °, 6 
is equal to 22.03°. 

The variation in the magnitude of the point charge moment 
(column one of Table II), |MQ(,)|> for the various symmetry 
distortions is less than about 0.01 D. When the NH bond length 
is increased by 0.02 A the point charge moment decreases by 
0.005 D. This decrease results from a reduction of the calcu
lated positive charge on hydrogen as the NH bond is stretched 
from its equilibrium position. The asymmetric stretching 
motion shows the same decrease in the NH charge density 
moment as it is stretched by 0.02 A (;' = 1) along with com
pensatory increases for the bonds which are 0.01 A shorter than 
the equilibrium value. The average bond point charge moment 
for the asymmetric distortion is equal to the equilibrium value 
since the dipole moment is a vector quantity. Relatively small 
changes in the dipole moment components in Cartesian di
rections other than that of the equilibrium dipole moment have 
a very small influence on the magnitude of the total dipole 
moment vector. However, these are the changes which deter
mine the infrared intensities of the asymmetric vibrations. 

For the symmetric bending motion, 52, the bond point 
charge moment increases by 0.012 D as the HNH angles in
crease by 2°. Since each NH bond is common to two angles, 
there is an increase of 0.003 D for a 1 ° increment of any one 
of these angles. For S^a, |MQ ( I ) | decreases with respect to the 
equilibrium value by 0.006 D and the |MQ( ,)| (/ = 2, 3) increase 
by 0.003 D. These changes correspond, respectively, to an in
crease of 2° in the H(2)NH(3) angle and to decreases of 1 ° for 
the other angles. 

The values in Table II can be used to provide CNDO esti
mates of the dipole moment derivatives, an/dSj, at varying 
levels of the bond moment approximation. The first column 
of Table III contains predicted CNDO values assuming that 
the equilibrium point charge moment does not change for vi
brational distortions. Using the equilibrium value of +0.380 
D and the values of 6, +0.58 and +0.32 D/rad are calculated 
for &HQ0/AS2 and A^Q 0 /AS^ 3 . These values reflect contri
butions to the dipole moment derivative due to the movement 
of equilibrium charge for these symmetry coordinate distor
tions. Introducing the nonequilibrium values of ^ Q ( , ) into the 
calculations is equivalent to the inclusion of intramolecular 
charge transfer contributions to the dipole moment derivatives. 
As can be seen by inspection of columns 1 and 2 of Table III, 
this results in relatively small decreases of 0.21 and 0.18 D/rad 
for the bending derivatives. The entries in column 2, the 
&IIQ/&SJ, correspond to contributions to the dipole moment 
derivatives from the movement of equilibrium charge and from 
changes in this charge as the molecule is distorted from equi
librium. 

The CNDO magnitudes for the polarization contribution, 
|Mpoi(,)|, to the bond dipole moments (Table II) are about four 
times larger than those of MQ ( , ) and have opposite signs. Thus 
MNH(<) is largely determined by the polarization contribution 
and also has a sign opposed to the one for /UQ(/). Inspection of 
the total bond moment values in Table II shows that their 
magnitudes vary over a range of 0.033 D. Thus, deviations 
from bond moment model results are partially accounted for 
by these variations. Furthermore, the polarization contribu
tions to the bond dipole moments are not coincident with the 
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Table HI. Contributions to the CNDO Calculated Dipole Moment Derivatives of Ammonia" 

Symmetry coordinates AMQ 0 /AS/ AMQ/AS/ (AM/AS/)bondsrf (AM/AS/)ionepaire Au/AS/ 

S, +0.17 +0.66 -0.61 +0.05 
S2 +0.58 +0.37 +0.25 +1.21 +1.46 
S3a -0.11 +0.60 -1.46 -0.86 
S4a +0.32 +0.14 +0.35 +0.17 +0.52 

" The units are D/A and D/rad for the stretching and bending derivatives. b Calculated using the equilibrium magnitude of MQ(,) and 
the angles 6 which are described in the text. c Calculated using the varying magnitudes of /tQ(,) and the angles 8. d Calculated using the 
values of /JNH(i) and the angles y listed in Table II. € Calculated from changes in the sp polarization of the lone pair molecular orbital. 
f The total dipole moment derivatives which are equivalent to the sums of columns 3 and 4. 

NH bonds, as indicated by the angle (S, Table II. Therefore, 
the bond dipole moment vector is not colinear with the vector 
defining the NH bond. The angle between these two vectors 
(and hence / IQ ( , ) and MNH ( , ) ) is given by y in Table II. The 
values of (A/u/ AS,)bonds in Table III were calculated using the 
I MNH^''| and 7 values of Table II. Thus these values include all 
the contributions to dfi/dSj due to the localized orbitals de
scribing the N H bonds. 

Bond moment parameters are normally evaluated assuming 
colinearity with the NH bonds. The CNDO theory warns us 
against using this simple, unfortunately necessary, approach. 
Admittedly, the theory is known to provide some poor estimates 
of the magnitudes of the dipole moment derivatives, the 
stretching derivatives of ammonia providing two such exam
ples. However, use of a more sophisticated theory which would 
result in better estimates of the dipole moment derivatives 
would not necessarily yield bond moments more coincident 
with the NH bonds. 

Various groups have shown that the contribution to dn/dSj 
due to changes in the sp polarizations (sometimes referred to 
as the hybridization contribution) can be important. This 
quantity was found to have large absolute values for the CH 
bending derivatives of ethylene (0.6 to 1.1 D/rad). As the 
entries in column 3 of Table III include all the contributions 
to the dipole moment derivatives except the contributions from 
the lone pair, the differences between the values in columns 2 
and 3 provide the sp polarization contributions for the bonds 
of ammonia. The symmetric bending derivative decreases by 
only 0.12 D/rad upon inclusion of these contributions whereas 
the asymmetric bend shows a small increase of 0.21 D/rad. 
Certainly, larger changes, as are found for the stretching de
rivatives of ammonia and the bending derivatives of ethylene, 
might have been anticipated. 

Although the bond moment models do not formally consider 
changes in the lone pair contribution to the dipole moment 
derivatives, the influence of the lone pair of ammonia on the 
infrared intensity values has long been recognized.1-4 In column 
4 of Table III the lone pair moment contributions to the de
rivative, which are calculated from changes in the sp polar
ization of the LMO describing the nitrogen nonbonded electron 
pair, are presented. The sum of this contribution with the one 
resulting from the LMO's describing the NH bonds yields the 
total dipole moment derivative. 

For the bending motions, chemical intuition points to a large 
contribution to A/i/AS\ and a much smaller one for AM/AS4 3 . 
This is borne out by inspection of the CNDO results. The lone 
pair contribution to Ay.)'AS^ is more than six times larger than 
the contribution to A^/AS4a . In fact, the bond dipole moments 
account for less than 20% of the CNDO calculated value of 

A^/AS'2. Thus, the theory indicates that reorientation of the 
nitrogen lone pair determines this value. On the other hand, 
the bond dipole moments account for 66% of the estimated 
value for Au/AS^. 

Somewhat surprisingly, the largest CNDO lone pair con
tribution occurs for Ap/ AS^. As this contribution is of op
posite sign to the one calculated from the LMO's describing 
the NH bonds, it determines the sense of Aju/ AS^. For the 
symmetric stretching derivative, the nearly complete cancel
lation of a positive contribution from the NH bonds by a neg
ative one from the lone pair underlines the uncertainty in the 
sign of the CNDO calculated derivative. 

In summary, the CNDO theory indicates that the polar
ization contribution to the total bond dipole moment can ac
count for the inaccuracies observed from results predicted on 
the basis of the bond moment hypotheses. The calculated bond 
moments have been shown to vary both in magnitude and di
rection for the various symmetry coordinate distortions al
though these variations have relatively small effects on the 
calculated values of the bending derivatives of ammonia. The 
lone pair contributions to the CNDO derivatives are sub
stantial for all of the symmetry coordinates of this mole
cule. 
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